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SESSION – 32   FREQUENT RECITATIONS 

I. SPOKEN ARABIC:   Use 3SP.  For continuity, see Spoken Arabic in previous lesson. 
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that (Compulsory) on me on. I go. Have to (I have to) 

II. GRAMMAR (Verb DF-3):  Practice the 21 forms of the verb (DF-3)  َدى
�َ 44 (he called out): 
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Note that this verb type is of DF-3 (Derived Form-3), i.e., ب
�َ ��َ�َ
�َ�ُ  .    The little difference here is that 

there is an extra ا  in the basic past tense form (  �َ�َ�َ  → �َ
�َ�َ ).  The additional letters are carried along in all 

the past and imperfect forms, as can be noted above.  Detailed conjugation table for this verb َدى
�َ (DF-3) is 

given in the workbook. Have a look at page A-10. 

III. THE MAIN LESSON:  Use 3SP.  Ponder over the verses & take lessons. 
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&"�L66OO9  !�> -&�L   ��T%"	  
Allah! (There is) no god but He, The Ever-Living 

�X!�:
@%"	  j�.�M%k� 
& �  \l��W  _X�!# 
&E 
The Sustainer and Protector (of all that exists).  Does not overtake Him slumber nor sleep. 

9
"�   ��; ��  �i	E�A*e"	 ��E  �f�8
k%"	 ��;  
To Him belongs whatever is in  the heavens and whatever  (is) on the earth. 

 C�  ��.-" 	
�  �m
K�]�  j���Q�  -&�L  9�#%��n�0 �  
Who  is he that  (can) intercede with Him except with His permission? 

 �1
B�[�  ��  C�:0 �1�S�����
$  ��E  �1�S
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He knows that which (is) within their own hands and that which  is behind them;  


&E 
�!�o:�T��  ����]�0 ���9�A%B�Q �C�   -&�L  p�q� �A�0  
and they will never encompass  anything  of His knowledge Except that which He wills. 

�9�:�W���, m�WE  �i	E�A*e"	 	Eprf�8  j�U!�P� 
&E�  
His chair encompasses the heavens and the earth and He feels no fatigue in 

�A�S�̀ %K�s  !�>E  ���B[%"	   �1:�̀ [%"	)
��( 
guarding and preserving both of them. And He (is) the Most High, the Supreme. 

 

 

255. Allah! There is no 

god but He, The Ever- 
Living, the Sustainer 
and Protector (of all 
that exists).   

Slumber does not 
overtake Him nor 
sleep.   

To Him belongs 
whatever is in  the 
heavens and whatever 

is on the earth.   
Who is he that can 

intercede with Him 

except with His 

permission?   
He knows that which is 

within their own hands 

and that which is 
behind them;   

and they will never 
encompass anything of 

His knowledge except 
that which He wills.  

His chair encompasses 

the heavens and the 
earth,  

and He feels no fatigue 
in guarding and 

preserving both of 
them.  

And He is the Most High, 

the Supreme. 
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LESSON – 32   FREQUENT RECITATIONS 

I. SPOKEN ARABIC:   
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II. GRAMMAR:  Write the 21 forms for the verb (DF-3)  44 َ��َدى (he called out): 

 

 

III. THE MAIN LESSON:   
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Lesson-32:  To remember of the meanings, note down the following clues &  & more, if you have any. 

Arabic Meanings 
Root 

Letters
Earlier occurrence / Mother-tongue 
or false link / Grammatical form/ … 

Arabic Meanings 
Root 

Letters
Earlier occurrence / Mother-tongue 
or false link / Grammatical form/ … 

&�w�̂  

Have to, 
compulsory �6)  ل ز م���k�+�  

with His 
Permission أ ذ ن  

�i�;���� I go ذ � ب  ������ ����	���	
�  within their 
hands -  sg.  ��َ : hand;    pl. َأْ�ِ�ي 


ْ	 َ�َ�ا)��َ in surah Lahab) 

\c���
� The Ever-
Living 

ح ي 
 ي

َ�َ��ة   : life ���8�Y���X behind them 
خ ل 

 ف
 

�&�\��-�
� the Sustainer 
and Protector َ��مِ� ق و م  : to stand; َ����م : one who helps 

everything to be ��ِ��َ, standing 
�� 	�������� they will 

encompass ِإَ��َ�� ح و ط : to encompass 

�q0�X�M�) �̂  does not 
overtake Him أ خ ذ 

fg. 	ُ
ُ�َْ ; Remember 	ُ
ُ�ْ & َأْ�َ� َ
 	ُ
ُ�ْ
ُ	 Here  ;ِهَ� َُ�َْ is referring to 

��َ�ِ which is fg. 
�v�%�, encompassed, 

extended 
و س 

 ع
 

��W�% slumber - 
When you are tired, first comes ��� 

and then  م�� .  For Allah, even  
���  doesn’t catch Him. 

�(\��%�	* His chair -  

�&���6 sleep ن و م  q�r�̀�' �̂�  (He feels no 
fatigue) in أ و د  

�������!"#$� the heavens س م و sg. َ�َ��ء : sky ������8O�Y  
guarding & 
preserving 

both of them 

ح ف 
 ظ

 both of them :ُهَ��

����B�� the earth - So much similarity between the 
sound of earth and َأرض.  \c��� �
� the Most 

High  وع ل ��َ�ْ�َ� the highest :اْ

�v�Y�}�' intercedes 
ش ف 

 ع
��ُ&، ِاْ"َ!ْ&، َ"�ِ'ْ&، َ"َ!َ&، َ$ْ#َ!  َ"َ!�َ

     َ(ْ#ُ!�ع،

 



.  
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to call 

out 

 (Verbal noun)  َ�ْ�َ�ر

@D�B��=�#  
�� ��� 

E B %  He called out. ������ (44) 

DF-3 

 

Attached  
Pronouns 

Imperfect Tense  �������	 
��� Past Tense  �����	 
��� Detached 
Pronouns 

 

� 
�

�

  He calls out. 
He will call out. �������	  He called out. ������  ����  

� ������  They two call 
out/ will call out. 

������������ 

They two called 
out. 

������� ����� 

 2����  They call out. 
They will call 

out. 
�������
�� They all called 

out. �������	 ����  

 ��  You call out. 

You will call out. ������	  You called out. ������
�� ������  
� ����� 

You two call 
out/ will call out. 

����������� 

You two called 
out. 

��������	��
 ��������� 

����  You all call out. 
You all will call 

out. 
��������
 You all called 

out. ������
��� ��������  

� ��  (with noun)  

������ (with verb)  
I call out. 

I will call out. ��������	 I called out. ������
�� �����  

���  We call out. 
We will call out. �������	 We called out. ������
��� ������  

 

������ _
��	_

 �
�_               ��  ��  ��  ��  �     !�" ��   �#����   ��� .  

 

 Negative   ��  Imperative  ��� 
 

Don’t call out!  �������� Call out! ����� Singular 

Don’t (you two) call 
out! �% ���������� 

Call out (you 
two)! 

�������� Dual 

Don’t (you all) call 

out!  ����
������ Call out (you all)! ��
����� Plural 

 

 Passive participle   ���� ��	  Active participle   ���� ��	  

One who is called out �������� One who calls out �������  
Singular 

   �����������	 &�'�(��������	 Dual 

 
  

Those who call out �������	
 ��	����	
  

 
Plural 

 

 He is being called out. ��������   He is called out. ������� ���� 

  

���(�'�# 

 
Passive Voice 

 

���(�'�# 

 
Passive Voice 

 


